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Texas Instruments is engineering solutions for some of today’s greatest global challenges, including 
the ever-growing need for energy. Our technology is helping make energy cleaner and less expensive 
so it can be used more broadly, efficiently and creatively than ever before. The possibilities for 
energy efficiency and conservation are almost limitless for our customers and our own operations. 
These efforts are a win for the environment and can improve the way people live globally.

Create 
We’ve quietly been helping our customers create more energy-efficient products throughout 
much our company’s history. In the past decade, we’ve been able to reduce the power our 
semiconductor chips need to operate by about 8 percent on average — every year. When you 
add up the savings and multiply it by billions of chips, the difference we’ve been able to make for 
the environment and in the lives of individuals is substantial. 

For example, an estimated 45 percent of the world’s total energy use is consumed by motors.  
In the United States, a typical home has about 50 motors — everything from a garage door 
opener to a refrigerator icemaker. If all U.S. homes used a variable frequency drive (with TI’s 
energy-efficient chips) to run just their air conditioner fan, we estimate that it could reduce U.S. 
energy consumption by almost 2 percent and save consumers a combined $7 billion annually.

Grow and Sustain
While our products are helping reduce global energy needs, we are tackling the same issues 
on a smaller scale within our manufacturing processes. Our goal is to make more products with 
fewer resources. Through technology advancements, chip-size reduction and facility-efficiency 
projects, we are able to reduce resource consumption and emissions. 

Each year since 2005, we’ve reduced the energy required, water extracted and emissions per 
chip produced by 7 percent or more on average. We have accomplished this despite increased 
production and added manufacturing capacity. Our conservation efforts reduce the costs of 
doing business and leave more for our communities today and tomorrow.

Aspire
Customers and consumers are working to reduce their environmental impact, and so are we. 
As we expand 300-millimeter production and make even smaller, energy-frugal chips, we will 
further advance our ability to manufacture more with fewer resources and less waste. TI’s 2014 
Citizenship Report will detail our holistic approach to engineering a better tomorrow.

Richard K. Templeton
Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer
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